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circuits reason for this of their the potential to involving only
few electrons for ultra low power . to make practically it
useful however , Single Electron Transistor must be operate at
room temperature . thermal fluctuation limitation and
capacitance requires that the size of island of SET not to
exceed over 10 nm , a conventional size out of the range to
present conventional process of micro fabrication for the
operation of single electron on room temperature memory is
being realized to use of self organized , small size over thin
poly silicon films.

Abstract— To avail the practical approach for low dimension
designing of electronic chips , SET is being used on the highest
concern to provide nanotechnology . Now in current days ,
artificial neural networks is playing important roll for the
accuracy and less time response . A computer memory which is
basically based on this property would be ability to retain
information in case if processor it self powered off . SET is to be
considered as elements for future low power , high density
integrated circuits reason for this of their the potential to
involving only few electrons for ultra low power . In this paper we
express the study of single electron transistor being used in
nanotechnology , artificial neural network & memory designing .
the operation as single electron transistor with it’s history is
mentioned included with advantages and disadvantage of SET .

II. SET OPERATION
Scaling down of electronic device sizes has been the
fundamental strategy for improving the performance of
ultra-large-scale
integrated
circuits
(ULSIs).
Metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect
transistors
(MOSFETs) have been the most prevalent electron devices
like for ULSI applications, and thus the scaling low of the
sizes of MOSFETs [1][2] has been the basis of the
development of the semiconductor industry for the last 30
years. However, in the early years of the 21st century, the
scaling of CMOSFETs is entering the deep sub-50 nm regime
[3]. In this deep nanoscaled regime, fundamental limits of
CMOSFETs and technological challenges with regard to the
scaling of CMOSFETs are encountered [4]. On the other
hand, quantum-mechanical effects are expected to be
effective in these small structured devices by which
Therefore, in order to increase the prodigious progress of LSI
performance in single electron transistor, it is essential to
introduce a new device having an operation principle that is
effective in smaller dimensions and which may achieve and
access the quantum- mechanical effects, and by which they
thus provide a new functionality beyond that attainable with
CMOSFETs. Electrons are transferred single by single using
coulomb blockodes effect in a set of three terminal device .
the principal of operation is based upon the fully controlled
flow of charge from and to island via two tunneling junctions.

Index Terms— Operation of set , Nanotechnology , Neural
Network & Current Standards.

I. INTRODUCTION
The scaling down of the size of MOSFETs has been the
basic of the semiconductor industry for the last 30 years.
Metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect
transistors
(MOSFETs) have been the most prevalent electron devices
for ULSI applications, and by which the scaling down of the
sizes of MOSFETs [1][2] has been the basis of the
development. The single-electron transistor (SET) is basically
a three-terminal device, which electric characteristics of
which are governed by the movement of single electrons. The
SET's physical size is comparatively very small and its
performance, such like ON-OFF current ratio, improves as its
size is reduced. SET is being used in artificial neural networks
for accurate and fast results . Nanotechnology operates at the
first level of organization of atoms & molecules for both
living and anthropogenic systems. This is place where the
properties and functions of all systems are defined .nano
technology is a key component . According to the various
research reports the transistor’s central component is an
island of only 1.5 nanometers in diameters and is being
operated with only a or two electron it’s state is assumed to
sensitivity at small pressure changes at nanoscale , to make
such a device potentially useful for nanoscale charge and
force sensor . A computer memory which is basically based
on this property would be ability to retain information in case
if processor it self powered off . SET is to be considered as
elements for future low power , high density integrated

III. HISTORY OF SINGLE ELECTRON
TRANSISTOR
Single-electron transistor (SET) is very popular in the field
of nanoelectronics since a decade. Single electron transistor
(SET) is the most fundamental three-terminal single electron
device (SED) which is capable of offering low power
consumption and high Operating speed.
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Since the technology reaches nanoscale size, the behavior
of a nanoelectronic single electron transistor (SET) is
controlled by the quantum mechanical appeared effects.

assumption that the tunneling events are uncorrelated, while
in single-electron systems the additional electron transfer is
typically correlated. This fact shows that single-electron
devices, especially 1D multi-joint array with their low
co-tunneling rate, is being used for ultrasensitive video- and
heterodyne detection of high frequency electromagnetic
radiation,
equally
as
to
the
superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) arrays and
junctions . The Single electron array have advantages over
their SIS counterparts: Firstly lower shot noise and secondly
convenient valence conjunction of the threshold voltage.
Where no background-radiation-limited detectors are yet
available this opportunity is especially promising for
detection in the few-terahertz frequency band region, [19].

IV. APPLICATION OF SET
A. Supersensitive Electrometer
The single-electron transistors has a high sensitivity witch
enabled them as electrometers in unique physical
experiments. They have designed possible unambiguous
observation of parity effects in various superconductors , for
example only . to measure the absolute value of extreme low
dc current have been demonstrated . To proof the existence of
fractional charge excitation in hall effect fractional quantum a
updated version of transistor is used [14]. Which is also used
in the first measurements of single-electron effects in
single-electron traps and boxes.

F. Voltage State Logics
In case of voltage state single electron transistor can be used .
in such a mode , the input gate voltage U controls the
source-drain current of the single electron transistor which is
being used in digital logic circuits, closely and equally to the
usual field-effect transistors (FETs). This refers that the
single-electron charging effects are confined to the interior of
the transistor, on other hand while externally it similar to the
usual electronic device switching multi-electron currents,
with binary unity/zero presented with up/down dc voltage
levels (physically not quantized). This concept simplifies that
for relatively large devices operating at helium temperatures.
At the prospective room-temperature, however operation
which may or may not ignore all the single-electron physics
particulars this power becomes on the order the circuit design.
One disadvantage of voltage state circuits is that of the
transistors in each complementary pair is closed too well, so
that the leakage current statically in these circuits is fairly
substantial, of the order of 10-4 e/RC. Power consumption The
corresponding statically is negligible of 10-7 Watt per
transistor. Though apparently low, this number provides an
unacceptable static power dissipation density (>10 kW/cm2)
for the hypothetical circuits which may be dense enough
(>1011 transistors per cm2) to create regular a real challenge
for the prospective CMOS technology [16].

B. Single-Electron Spectroscopy
Out of various important applications of single –electron
transistor the most important one is the possibility of
measuring the energies of additional electrons by which
energy level is distributed in nanosacale objects specially
quantum dots [15].
C. DC Current Standards
One of the possible applications of single-electron transistor
tunneling is basics standards of dc current Bloch
oscillations in a simple oscillator or for such a standard a
phase lock SET oscillations with a well characterize
frequency f in an external rf source . the transfer of a certain
number of electrons per period which is provided by The
phased locked of external rf signal . by which the
generation of dc current takes place and which is
fundamentally related to frequency as
. Such type
of arrangement have limitation of coherent oscillation that
are which do not exhibit coherent oscillations in the
autonomous mode. Later overcome by the use of such a
stable rf source to drive devices such as single-electron
turnstiles and pumps.

G. Charge State Logics
by using of charge state logic the main problem of leakage
current is solved in which only a bit of information are
presented by the absence /presence of single electrons at
certain conducting islands throughout the whole circuit. the
static currents and power vanish these circuits since so there is
no dc current in any static state.

D. Temperature Standards
The absolute temperature can be developed by the use of 1D
single-electron arrays One new avenue toward a new standard
of . Arrays with N>>1 islands exhibit dc I-V curves generally
equal to those of capacitance at low voltages
) and
approaching the linear asymptote V = NRI + const at
) and the IV curve is almost linear at all
voltages:
If the temperature is
raised and single-electron transistors with a clear Coulomb
blockade of tunneling at low temperatures . Above Ec/kB,
thermal fluctuations smear out the Coulomb blockade, . The
only remaining artifact of the Coulomb blockade is a low dip
in the various individual conductance around V=0 [19]

V. DISADVANTAGE OF SET
The main problem with all the known types of single-electron
logic is devices in the requirement which in practice means
sub nanometer island size for room temperature operation
.To handle SETS at room temperature, very large quantities
of monodispersed Nan parts which is less than 10nm in
diameter should be synthesized. it is not easy to construct v
large quantities of SETs by traditional semiconducting
process and optical lithography.

E. Detection of Infrared Radiation
To electromagnetic radiation the photo response of
single-electron systems with frequency f ≈ Ec/h which have
shown that generally the response varies accordingly from
that the well-known Tien-Gordon theorem of photon-assisted
tunneling. In fact, this is basically based on the various
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It is difficult to link SETs with the which is practically
difficult to construct and fabricate Single electron transistors
(SETs).

VIII. SET IN ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
SET is being used in artificial neural networks for accurate
and fast result . it is possible to make artificial neural network
with very low power characteristics and power , with respect
to SET technology . the most attractive candidates of Single
Electron Transistor nano scale devices for CMOS very large
scale integrated chips era basically due to very low power
consumption . the latching of nanoscale switches is baeds on
controlled SET and trapping is served as synaptic basis for
highest dense and very high selg evolving binary weight ,
analog signal neural network .

VI. ADVANTAGE OF SET
 High sensitivity
 Simplified circuit
 Feature of reproducibility

 Straight forward co-integration with traditional
CMOS circuits
 Performance of Single-electron transistors (SETs) is
much higher than the Field-effect transistors (FETs)
because of their small size.
 Simple principle of operation
 Compact size
 Single electron transistors (SETs) contains low
voltage gain and high input impedances . Besides
this, these are also very sensitive to random and
additional background charges. Because of this ,
SETs have replaced the FETs in many applications
where it is required to achieve large voltage gain is
necessary and low output impedances .
 Low energy consumption
High operating speed .

IX. SET IN MEMORY DESIGNING
SET is to be considered as elements for future low power ,
high density integrated circuits reason for this of their the
potential to involving only few electrons for ultra low power .
to make practically it useful however , Single Electron
Transistor must be operate at room temperature . thermal
fluctuation limitation and capacitance requires that the size of
island of SET not to exceed over 10 nm , a conventional size
ourt of the range to present conventional process of micro
fabrication for the operation of single electron on room
temperature memory is being relized to use of self organized ,
small size over thin poly silicon films . it’s not easy to restrict
the structure and size of SET island with spontaneous size
formation method of fabrication . A SET memory with metal
–oxide semiconductor FET is being fabricated in silicon
–on-insulator material for sensing . Single Electron Transistor
, is bounded to a memory node , which is expressed in the
silicon layer . the metal oxide semiconductor FET which can
be formed memory node with it’s channel is substrate silicon .
There are 2 individual states of the memory node voltage at
4.2 K , which is separated by coulomb gap Single Electron
Transistor . Field effect transistor metal oxide semiconductor
current shows the proof of gate dependent oscillation by
conductance in two SET

VII. SET IN NANOTECHNOLOGY
According to the various research reports the transistor’s
central component is an island of only 1.5 nanometers in
diameters and is being operated with only a or two electron .
that capability would be the important transistor to a wide
range of computational application , from ultra dense
memories to quantum processors the all powerful devices
which promise to crack the issue so complex like all of the
computer’s being operated together for billions of years not
break them , the electronic devices like wires and transistor
of nanoscale dimensions at the interface of a crystal of
strontium titan ate & a 1.2 nanometer thick layer of lanthanum
aluminates . the electronic devices can be interface used anew
and erased accordingly . the first single-electron transistors
made entirely of oxide-based materials ,the sketch SET
contain of an island formation which can house up to two
electrons . the no of electron in both matter either increased or
decreased varies in distinct conductive properties .To carry a
additional electron across the island the extending wires is use
. the SET is extremely sensitive to any electric charges , which
is a basic virtue of SET. ferroelecrticity which is a great
extended property among them , which permits transistor to
act like solid state memory . In the absence of external power
, ferroelectric state can control over island in matter of
number of electrons which generally display two sates of
memory element 1 or 0 . it’s state is assumed to sensitivity at
small pressure changes at nanoscale , to make such a device
potentially usefull for nanoscale charge and force sensor . A
computer memory which is basically based on this property
would be ability to retain information in case if processor it
self powered off.
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X. CONCLUSION
A computer memory which is basically based on this
property would be ability to retain information in case if
processor it self powered off . In nanoelectronics the single
electronic devices are very promising posses various
characteristics that can explore new applications and can fuel
the technology development in different fields like memory,
radiation detection, switching logics etc. thus through the
study of SET operation in the island electron controlled
process and the application of the single electron transistor in
neural network . one bit memory application is a process
where single electron transistor is highly used . thus through
the application of SET we reached to a approach for the
various use of sigle electron transistor in memory , neural
network and nanotechnology .
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